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Abstract: The effect of surface relief profiles of alkanoate-based bionanofilms to the
monocyte-macrophages (MN-MPhs) from peripheral blood of patients with atherosclerosis was
studied in vitro. Patients were subjected to coronary stenting. Cell morphology and phenotype
(expression of CD antigens, levels of production of marker cytokines) in vitro were analyzed before
and after the installation of stents. It was shown, that the mean square roughness (Rq) of the
bionanofilms determined the variability of cell morphology, CD antigens spectraand activity of
production interleukins-6 and -10. Also, it was revealed, that the “activity” of the surface topography
of biopolymer substrates depends on the functional state of MNs, isolated in different time points:
Before and after stenting the ratios of cell morphotypes and production of cytokines in MN-MPhs
differed significantly.

Keywords: atherosclerosis; monocyte-macrophages morphology; alkanoate-based bionanofilms;
surface relief

1. Introduction

The surface topography of scaffolds is included in the regulation of paracrine signaling
of the processes of proliferation, differentiation and cellular immunity through the system of
mechano-chemical transduction in vitro and in vivo [1–4]. In addition, in tissue bioengineering
(TE) surface features of the scaffold may affect the biogenesis of the extracellular matrix [5].

The induced with the features of surface relief intracellular molecular rearrangements are
accompanied by the formation of specific morphological cellular responses: The degree of cell
spreading, cell motility and orientation, the actin morphology, the formation of lamellipodia and
filopodia, and endo- and exocytose vesicles significantly vary at different surface relief profiles [6,7].
So, onto the nanopatterns of surface relief been more active cell spreading, than onto the micropatterns
(this is the result of the influence of the surface relief elements on the sizes of the focal adhesion
sites) [8,9].
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The correlations between cell morphology and cell phenotype are currently not sufficiently well
investigated. It is known that the actin morphology can influence the “choice” of the differentiation
line for stem cells [10]. Also, it is well-known, fully spread cells are characterized by low proliferation
activity. Integrins in focal adhesion complexes are mechanically connected to the nucleus through
actin cytoskeleton, and may affect the nuclear cell cycle processes [11].

Control of cell morphology through surface features is considered as a promising approach in the
targeted regulation of the processes of cell differentiation and proliferation in TE. It is assumed, that
surface reliefs with the hierarchical organization may exhibit a significantly higher level of biological
activity than “droningly”-organized reliefs [12].

Screening systems of biological activity are being developed for various surface topography
options, based on dynamics of cells morphological parameters, for polymer materials, which may be
of interest for the manufacture of medical implants [9]. In this regard, in the present work, we studied
the morphological features of monocyte-macrophages (MN-MPh), membrane CD-antigenic spectrum
and the expression activity of markers of M1/M2 polarization (interleukins-6 and -10) when cultivated
on bionanofilms with different surface relief.

Polyhydroxyalcanoates (PHAs), polymers of hydroxy-alkanoic acids, reserved molecules of
carbon and energy storage depo of microorganisms, are relatively fresh materials in tissue engineering,
compared with poly-d,l-lactide/glicolide, and have good biological and processing properties, together
with full biodegradability. These microbial products can be obtained in high purity and sterilized with
conventional techniques, intended for polymer medical implants. Naturally synthesized PHAs can
consist of some types of monomers, such as 3-hydroxybutirate, 4-hydroxybutirate, 3-hydroxyvalerate,
etc. The monomer composition of PHA-samples affects the material bulk properties and surface
topography of products [13].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Patient Selection

Patients, four men and four women, aged 60–70 years, from the Cardiology Center, Krasnoyarsk,
diagnosed with coronary ischemia, were involved. Studies were performed with the permission of
the Ethical Committee of the Center (Minutes No. 18, 07/14/2017). Transluminal balloon angioplasty
with the 2nd generation coronary stents with everolimus (Promus Element plus, Boston Scientific
Corporation, USA, or XienceXpedition, ABBOT VASCULAR, USA) was performed for all patients.

2.2. The Study of Biopolymer Films

2.2.1. PHA-Bionanofilm Samples

To obtain bionanofilms highly purified PHA-samples of the following compositions, mass%,
were used:

• Film 1: Copolymer of 3-hydroxybutyrate and of 4-hydroxybutyrate [P (3HB/4HB) 92.0/8.0].
• Film 2: Copolymer of 3-hydroxybutyrate, 3-hydroxyvalerate and 3-hydroxyhexanoate

[P (3HB/3HV/3HHx) 66.4/23.4/10.2].
• Film 3: Copolymer of 3-hydroxybutyrate, 3-hydroxyvalerate, 4-hydroxybutyrate and

3-hydroxyhexanoate [P (3HB/3HV/4HB/3HHx) 63.5/19.4/12.3/4.8].
• Film 4: Copolymer of 3-hydroxybutyrate and 3-hydroxyvalerate [P (3HB/3HV) 85.0/15.0].
• Film 5: Poly-3-hydroxybutyrate (P3HB) 100.

Films were obtained by pouring 2%-solutions of PHAs in dichloromethane onto a degreased glass
surface, followed by evaporation of the solvent in a closed chamber. The films were cut into discs of
the appropriate size, which were placed in the wells of 96-well culture plates, sterilized by exposure to
70% ethanol and UV radiation.
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2.2.2. Atomic Force Microscopy

Peculiarities of surface relief of films were analyzed by an atomic force microscope (multimode
scanning probe microscope Solver P-47, NT-MDT, Zelenograd, Russia). The average roughness (Ra)
and the mean square roughness (Rq) were calculated in 10 points as the arithmetic average of the
absolute values of the height variations, 5 the highest and 5 the deepest points of the mean profile
line, using standard equations. Sections of 20 × 20 µm were investigated, then 2 × 2 µm areas of
local maxima and minima were selected and analyzed with a higher resolution re-analysis, and the
roughness of each sample was calculated, as the average of 3 measurements.

2.3. Isolation and Cultivation of Monocytes

Monocytes (MNs) were isolated in hypertonic density gradient of Ficoll-verografin, according
to the Recalde H. [14]. The isolated cells were suspended in DMEM (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, MA, USA) with 10% fetal serum (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and the cell
concentration was adjusted to 2 × 106 cells/mL. In 96-well culture plates (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO, USA) disks of bionanofilms were placed on the wells bottom and 100µL of DMEM medium and
50µLof cell suspension per well were added (105 cells in each well). A culture plastic (CP) served as a
control. Cells were cultured in a CO2-incubator (SANYO Electric Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan) for 6 days,
whereupon cultural filtrates were collected. In cultural filtrates, the content of interleukin-6 (IL-6) and
interleukin-10 (IL-10) was determined by enzyme immunoassay (Human IL-10, Human IL-6 ELISA
Kit, Biolegend, San Diego, CA, USA).

2.4. Antigenic Spectrum of the MN Population

Antigenic phenotypes of MNs were determined by flow cytometry, using direct
immunofluorescence. Fixed MNs were washed with phosphate buffer, and the cell concentration was
adjusted to 106/mL. MNs were incubated with monoclonal antibodies (Abcam, GB) for 40 min at room
temperature. The following panels were used: CD14-CD16; CD14-CD163; CD14-CD68; CD62 L-CD31;
CD206-CD68; CD36-CD31. Analysis of stained cells was performed on a Navios flow cytometer
(Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA).

2.5. Electron Microscopy

On day 6, the culture medium was removed from the wells, and cells were fixed with 2.5%
glutaraldehyde (Panreac, Barcelona, Spain) and with 0.1% OsO4 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA).
After washing, cell samples were passed through a battery of alcohols of increasing concentration.
Samples were sprayed with gold in magnetron EmitechK575XD (Quorum Technologies, Lewis, UK),
and analyzed using a TM 3000 microscope (HITACHI, Tokyo, Japan).

3. Results

3.1. 3-D Surface Topography of PHA Bionanofilm Samples

All five variants of polymers were characterized by well-developed surface relief. Some features
of the surface relief could be observed with a small magnification using a TM 3000 microscope; a thin
3D-relief image was reconstructed using AFM.

The surface relief of sample 1 was represented by short, loose and randomly arranged fibrils,
of 1–2 µm thick [Figure 1(a1)]. On the surface of the fibrils, a relief was reconstructed, in which “soft”
folded structures were combined with small spherical formations [Figure 1(a2,a3)]. Among the fibrils,
there were irregularly shaped pores with a diameter of 3–4 µm. The root mean square roughness of the
surface relief, Rq, for film 1 was 1180 ± 212 nm.
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Figure 1. Surface topography of polyhydroxyalcanoates (PHA)bionanofilms. (a1–e1)—surface
topography of films 1–5, scanning microscopy; 3-D reconstructions of surface reliefs:
(a2,a3–e2,e3)—Films 1–5 (surface areas 5 µm × 5 µm, 3 µm × 3 µm), AFM.
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The surface relief of sample 2 resembled small ripples on the surface of the water [Figure 1(b1)].
Small, indefinitely shaped invaginations were combined with elevations, on which either thin crest-like
outgrowths were located [Figure 1(b2)], or disordered, soft shallow folds [Figure 1(b3)]. Rq for this
film 2 was 993 ± 125 nm.

The surface relief of sample 3 at a slight increase showed significant similarity with the relief of
sample 2, but 3D reconstruction revealed significant differences between these samples. On the surface,
crater-like formations were revealed, [Figure 1(c2)], the walls of the craters were formed by folded
and fine-grained structures. In the surface relief of sample 3 characteristic folded flows [(Figure 1(c3)].
Rq was 1351 ± 218 nm.

The surface relief of sample 4 had a loose, layered structure with numerous, irregularly located
pores of various shapes [Figure 1(d1)]. The thin relief was represented by numerous spiky outgrowths,
tightly pressed against each other [Figure 1(d2)], as well as pointed lamellar structures [Figure 1(d3)].
Rq for this film was 1219 ± 154 nm.

The surface relief of sample 5 was characterized by numerous small pores and fine-grained ripples
[Figure 1(e1)]. This granularity was due to the presence of small spines on the surface of the “rigid”
comb structures. Rq was 1039 ±176 nm.

It should be noted, that nano-dimensional surface profiles of thin casting films is a variable
parameter, sensitive to air temperature during evaporation, atmospheric pressure, type of solvent and
its purity, what determines the kinetics of crystallization processes of polymers.

A characteristic feature of the surface reliefs of films 1, 2, and 3 was realized in the presence of
soft, rounded structures. Pointed and spiky structures were revealed in the surface relief of films 4 and
5. AFM 3D-reconstruction indicates a complex hierarchical organization of surface reliefs of copolymer
polyhydroxyalkanoates, and the formation of characteristic recognizable combinations of relief micro-
and nanopatterns for different monomers in it.

3.2. Expression of Marker CD Antigens on MNs, Isolated from Blood before and after Stenting

Using a gradient of hypertonic ficoll-verografin allows to isolate MN fraction with a high purity:
In the selected cell population before and after stenting 96–99% of the cells expressed CD14—the main
marker, which is used for sorting of MNs. Before and after stenting, the CD14+CD16−-phenotype, the
classic MNs dominated among CD14+-MNs (95 ± 5% of cells). MNs with CD14lowCD16+- phenotype
(non-classical MNs) were not identified.

In addition to the main marker antigens, several complementary CD antigens were detected to
analyze the heterogeneity of the CD14+-MN population. The functions of the selected CD antigens are
given in Table 1. To characterize cellular phenotypes, pairs of CD-antigens and 4 possible variants of
their expression for each pair were used:

(1) CD62L and CD31,
Options of expression: CD62L−CD31+; CD62L+CD31+; CD62L−CD31−; CD62L+CD31−;
(2) CD206 and CD68,
Options of expression: CD206−CD68+; CD206+CD68+; CD206−CD68−; CD206+CD68−;
(3) CD36 and CD31,
Options of expression: CD36−CD31+; CD36+CD31+; CD36−CD31−; CD36+CD31−.
The number of cells, expressing a particular variant of CD antigens, was expressed as % of all

CD14+-MNs. Variants of expression of CD antigen pairs were considered as variants of CD phenotypes
of MNs.CD62L−CD31+ and CD36−CD31+-phenotypes in the CD14+-MN population, isolated before
stenting, were not detected. Before stenting CD62L+CD31− (94.9 ± 4.3%), CD206+CD68− (79.1 ± 12.3%)
and CD36+CD31− (96.3 ± 3.5%) phenotypes were the most numerous (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The ratio of CDphenotypes of MNs isolated from patients’ blood before stenting (Before)
and after stenting (After). The relative abundance of CD phenotypes is expressed as a percentage.
The abundance of 3 CD phenotypes, CD36−CD31+, CD62−CD31+, CD206−CD68+, before stenting and
after stenting did not differ significantly. For each of the remaining 9 CD phenotypes, were revealed
statistically reliable differences in Before and After variants (p < 0.05).

After stenting, the relative abundance of various CD phenotypes in the population of isolated MNs
changed significantly. A sharp decrease in the number of CD phenotypes, dominated before stenting
was observed: Number CD62L+CD31−, CD206+CD68− and CD36+CD31− phenotypes diminishing
in 4.3 and 3.4 fold, respectively. After the stenting, were the most numerous CD62L+CD31+ (67.8 ±
12.4%), CD206+CD68+ (60.9 ± 10.5%) and CD36+CD31+ (63.8 ± 11.3%) phenotypes (Figure 2). Thus, the
stenting procedure led to a significant increase in the number of MNs, expressing CD31+ and CD68+.

At the next stage of our research, we studied the influence of the quantitative ratios of
CD phenotypes to behavior of MN-MPhs in culture: Morphology, cell motility and activity of
interleukins production.

3.3. The Morphology of MN-MPhs on PHA Bionanofilm Samples with Different Surface Reliefs

Based on the morphological analysis, two main morphological classes of MPhs were identified in
culture: Morphological class 1 (MC1)—rounded cells, and morphological class 2 (MC2)—elongated
cells (Figure 3). Both morphological classes were present during the cultivation on all types of polymer
films and on cultural plastic.

Figure 3. Cont.
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Figure 3. The main morphological classes (MC) of MPhs. Cultivation for six days in vitro.
(a,b)—rounded cells, MC1; (a)—morphotype of multinucleated cells, (b)—morphotype of
mononucleated cells. (c–e)—elongated cells, MC2. (c) –morphotype of spindle-like cells; relatively
“short” cells with a pronounced central fusiform thickening of the body. (d)—morphotype of rod-shaped
cells; elongated cells of approximately same diameters along the entire length. (e,f)—morphotype of
filiform cells; very long, “thin” cells, the cell length varies from 80 µm to 150 µm, in this cell morphotype
elongated, ovoid-shaped nuclei were observed. For (a–d) ×2000, for (e,f) ×1000.

The abundance ratio of these two morphological classes, MC1/MC2, varied significantly on films
with different surface relief. So, before stenting, the ratio of MC1/MC2 was the highest on film 2 (2.32),
and the lowest on sample 1 (0.57). After stenting, the ratio of MC1/MC2 changed significantly for
each substrate. So, for films 1 and 5, the ratio of MC1/MC2 increased, i.e., after stenting, the relative
number of round-shaped MPhs increased. For films 2, 3, and 4, the MC1/MC2 ratio decreased, i.e.,
after stenting, the number of elongated MPhs increased. It should be noted that on culture plastics, the
ratio of MC1/MC2 was the same for the variant before and after stenting.

Within each of two morphological classes, several morphotypes were distinguished. In MC1, cells
of two morphotypes were observed: Rounded multinucleated MPhs (MC1I, 1st morphotype) and
rounded, mononucleated MPhs (MC1II, 2nd morphotype) (Figure 3a,b). The relative abundance of
MPhs of MC1I and MC1II morphotypes varied significantly on samples prior to stenting. After stenting
on films 2, 3, 4 and 5, the numbers of morphotypes changed significantly also. So, on sample 2 after
the stenting, the number of mononucleated MPhs decreased in 5.7 times, compared with the probe,
harvested before surgery. After the stenting, the number of MC1I MPhson films 3 and 4 decreased in
2,2 and 2,7 times, respectively, and on films 5t, on the contrary, it was increased 1,6 times. (All noted
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differences are significant, p < 0.05).On culture plastic and on sample 1, the abundance of MPhs of 1st
and 2nd morphotypes did not significantly differ before and after stenting.

Among the MC2 three morphotypes were distinguished, differing in the magnitude of the
elongation factor (EF). The elongation factor was calculated as the ratio of the cell length to its width
(at the widest point).

MC2I (Mt1) 1st morphotype, filiform cells, EF = 28.34 ± 3.22 (Figure 3e).
MC2II (Mt2) 2nd morphotype, spindle-like cells, EF = 5.39 ± 0.43 (Figure 3c);
MC2III (Mt3) 3d morphotype, rod-shaped cells, EF = 8.14 ± 0.63 (Figure 3d).
(Varieties of meanings of EF for 1st and 2nd, 1st and 3d, 2nd and 3d morphotypes were statistically

significant (p < 0.05)).
The morphotype of spindle-like cells MC2II MPhs was dominant in all variants of cultivation;

however, for each type of substrates, specific quantitative relationships between these three
morphotypes were formed, before and after stenting. For example, on film 2, the number of
filiform cellsMC2Iafter the stenting was increased in 18 times, but on the film 1—only in 1,5 fold,
compared with the meaning before stenting. The number of filiformcells MC2I MPhs after stenting
decreased on film 4 and on culture plastic in 2,4 and 3,5 times, respectively, compared with the option
before stenting (Figure 4a). A significant increase in the number of spindle-like MC2II MPhs cells
was observed after stenting on films 2 and 4 (Figure 4b). After stenting, significant changes in the
abundance of the rod-shaped cell morphotype MC2III were observed for all variants of PHA-films and
for culture plastic, as compared with the variant before stenting (Figure 4c).

Figure 4. Cont.
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Figure 4. Quantity of cell by morphotypes in MC2 MPhs on PHA-samples before (Before) and after
stenting (After).MC2I—filiform cells (a), MC2II—spindle-shaped cells (b), MC2III—rod-shaped cells
(c). CP—cultural plastic. F1–F5—PHAs-films. *—values for the variant after stenting, significantly
different from the variant before stenting (p < 0.05).

The obtained results indicate the influence of the features of the surface relief to the morphology
of MPhs. Each relief was characterized by the formation of a specific relationship between different
morphotypes of MPhs in MC1 and MC2 (Figure 5). Moreover, the morphological variability of MPhs
changed significantly after the stenting: New relationships between different MPhs morphotypes
formed on the same surface profiles.

Figure 5. Cont.
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Figure 5. Quantity of cell in both morphological classes, MC1 and MC2, on PHA-films
films with different surface relief before (Before) and after (After) stenting. MC2I—filiform
cells, MC2II—spindle-shaped cells, MC2III—rod-shaped cells, MC1I—multinuclear rounded cells,
MC1II—mononuclear rounded cells. (a) cultural plastic, (b–f)—PHAs-films, 1–5.

The morphological variability of MPhs an in vitro culture can be associated with the processes of
M1/M2 polarization. In this regard, at the next stage of work, we analyzed how the ratio MC1/MC2
was associated with the activity of the production of marker cytokines during MPh-polarization.

3.4. The Concentration of IL-6 and IL-10 in the MPh Culture Filtrate

Processes of polarization of the MPhs are accompanied by changes in levels of production of marker
cytokines, in particular, IL-6 (M1-polarization) and IL-10 (M2-polarization). In the “before stenting”
variant, the minimal concentration of IL-6 was founded in MPh-culture filtrates for control—cultural
plastic (Figure 6a).

Figure 6. Cont.
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Figure 6. The concentration of IL-6 (a) and IL-10 (b) in the cultural filtrates on the 6th day of cultivation
on PHAs-films before (Before) and after (After) stenting.CP—cultural plastic. F1–F5—PHA-films.
*—The values for the variant after stenting, significantly different from the variant before stenting
(p < 0.05).

On samples 2, 3 and 5 the concentration of IL-6 were close and was approximately to 246.98
± 39.16 pg/mL (1,5 times higher, than on culture plastic, p < 0.05), on samples 1 and 4– 396, 68
± 60.32 pg/mL (2,4 times higher, than on cultural plastic, p < 0.05). The concentration of IL-10
was significantly lower, than that of IL-6 in all probes (Figure 6b). In the pre-stenting variant, the
concentration of IL-10 during the cultivation in control and on samples 1, 2, 3 and 5 were the same.
On film 4 the concentration of IL-10 was in 1.6 higher, than on culture plastic. After the stenting, the
concentration of IL-10 was higher on sample 1and 2and on culture plastics in 2; 1.6 and 1.8 times,
respectively, compared with the option before stenting (p < 0.05).

The results indicate, that in the 6-day-old culture of MPhs, the activity of IL-6 production was
significantly higher, than the production of IL-10 before and after stenting. After the stenting, the
activity of IL-6 production increased in all samples, but the activity of IL-10 production increased
only on samples 2 and 5. Levels of increasing of interleukin production vary in different PHA-films.
This proves the influence of PHA-surface relief features on the activity of production both, IL-6 and
IL-10 in MPhs with AS.

4. Discussion

The population of human blood MNs is characterized by structurally functional heterogeneity.
The use of two markers, CD14 and CD16, allows to reveal three subpopulations of MNs with various
types of functional activity in human blood, and these data correspond with the literature: Classical
CD14++CD16−-MNs, intermediate CD14++CD16+-MNs, and non-classical CD14+CD16+-MNs.
Classical MNs play an important role in the initiation and progression of the inflammatory response,
having pro-inflammatory roles in multiple chronic diseases, including atherosclerosis [14]. Non-classical
MNs seem to play a role in the resolution of inflammation and have the ability to clear dying cells [15],
viruses [16], and tumor cells from the circulation [17]. The function of the intermediate subset is mixed,
with studies supporting both pro-inflammatory [18,19], and anti-inflammatory roles [20,21].

In patients with diagnosed chronic coronary ischemia, subjected to coronary stenting, only one
cell type, a subpopulation of classical CD14++CD16−-MNs, was detected before stenting. An increase
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in the number of this subpopulation of MNs accompanies the biogenesis of atherosclerotic plaque [14].
Probably, in the late stages of chronic inflammation and destabilization of the atherosclerotic plaques
CD14++CD16−-subpopulation becomes the single structurally functional phenotype of MNs.

The use of additional CD-markers allows the isolation of a significantly larger number of
structurally-functional phenotypes in the population of MNs. So, Anouk et al. [22] identified eight
phenotypes: Four phenotypes in a subpopulation of classical MNs, three phenotypes in a subpopulation
of non-classical MNs, and in a subpopulation of intermediate MNs, only one phenotype.

Table 1. Functions of CD antigens [23].

CDAG Expression Functions CDAG

CD14 MNs, MPhs Receptor for complex of lipopolysaccharides and lipopolysaccharide
binding protein

CD16 MPhs Low affinity Fc receptor. Mediates phagocytosis and the
antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity.

CD31 MNs Cell adhesion. Plays a key role in leukocyte trafficking across the
endothelium.

CD36 MNs, MPhs Scavenger receptor preferentially found within lipid rafts.
Mediatesadhesion and phagocytosis

CD62L MNs Leukocyte rolling and homing on activated endothelium.

CD68 MNs, MPhs

Possibly has a role in phagocytic activities of tissue macrophages, both in
intracellular lysosomal metabolism and extracellular cell-cell and

cell-pathogen interactions. Binds to tissue- and organ-specific lectins or
selectins, allowing homing of macrophage subsets to particular sites. May
allow macrophages to crawl over selectin bearing substrates or other cells.

CD163 MNs, MPhs Clearance and endocytosis of hemoglobin/haptoglobin complexes
by macrophages.

CD206 MNs, MPhs Endocytosis (phagocytosis and pinocytosis) of mannose-containing solutes.

In our work, to assess the structure-functional heterogeneity of the MN population, we used
CD-markers, which play a key role in the implementation of MN adhesion on the endothelium,
trafficking through endothelium layer, in the processes of homing and phagocytosis of modified LDL
(Table 1). In the MN population, 12 phenotypic variants were distinguished, varying by the activity of
expression of CD-markers in different pairs (Figure 2).

The existence of phenotypic variants of circulating MNs is associated with different stages of
cell differentiation [24], which can be modified with various factors, and in particular, with surgical
intervention. Thus, in the MN population, isolated before and after stenting, the relative abundance of
different phenotypes altered significantly (Figure 2). Phenotypes, dominated in the MN population
before stenting, were characterized by the expression of CD62L, CD36, and CD206-antigens, which are
responsible for the processes of rolling, adhesion of MN to the vascular endothelium, and phagocytosis.
A day passed after stenting, the number of phenotypes sharply increased, which together with CD62L,
CD36 and CD206 antigens, expressed CD31 and CD68-antigens, playing a key role in endothelium
trafficking, crawling over selectin bearing cells (Figure 2). The data obtained suggest a high variability
of phenotypes in the population of circulating MNs. The alterations in structural and functional
phenotypes of circulating MNs is observed under normal and pathological conditions [25], and has an
adaptive character.

Vessel stent is a fairly rigid mechanical structure, damaging the endothelium, resulting to a
local gradient of cellular degradation products, the formation of chemical signals, that may affect the
MNs, passing through the stent zone.Stenting can provoke an ‘aggressive’ behavior of MNs regarding
the surface of stent, and the formation of “hot spots” on it, that may interfere with the processes of
stent re-endothelization, activate the proliferation of smooth muscle cells and modify dynamic of
polarization processes of MPhs, and ultimately, lead to re-stenosis.
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Supposedly, restructuring of the antigenphenotypes of circulating MNs is realized directly in the
bloodstream. So, the use of such type of in vivo activated MNs may be perspective for the screening of
materials for medical purposes. Thus, at the next stage research the behavior of MNs, harvested before
and after stenting, were studied with the culturing on different PHA-bionanofilms.

Differentiation of a heterogeneous population of MNs in vitro on various PHA-bionanofilms led
to the appearance of a morphologically heterogeneous population of MPhs. Various morphological
forms of MPhs were grouped into two main morphological classes (MC): MC1—rounded cells,
MC2—elongated cells.In the MC1 two morphotypes were distinguished: Rounded multinucleated
MPhs (MC1I) and rounded mononucleated MPhs (MC1II). In the MC2, three morphotypes were
observed: Filiform MPhs (MC2I), spindle-shaped MPhs (MC2II) and rod-shaped MPhs (MC2III). In vitro
culture, on polymer samples and on cultural plastic, numerous MN CD -phenotypes differentiated in
MPhs of 5 major morphotypes. It can be assumed, that each MPh-morphotype is a “product” of a
specific line of differentiation of certain MN CD phenotypes. The morphological features of MPhs can
determine differences in the functional activity of cells.

Rounded and elongated MPhs realize various types of motor activity onto the substrates through
different adhesion molecules, and come from different subsets of MNs [26–29]. The amoeboid-like
migration mode is characterized by rounded-shaped cells with a small number of short protrusions of
the cytoplasm. In the mesenchymal migration mode, cells display an elongated shape with multiple
long protrusions of the cell membrane [30]. Different intracellular signaling pathways have been
associated with the amoeboid and mesenchymal cell migration modes. The amoeboid migration mode
is ROCK-dependent [30].

Prior to stenting, elongated MPhs (MC2) dominating on films 1, 4, and 5 realizing the mesenchymal
mode of locomotion (Figure 7). On films 2 and 3, roundedMPhs (MC1) with an amoeboid type of
locomotion prevailed. So, the surface profiles of polymer films “determine” the type of cell locomotion,
which is associated with certain rearrangements of the cytoskeleton and specific intracellular signaling.

Figure 7. The number of rounded (MC1) and elongated (MC2) cells in the MPh population on PHA-films
before and after stenting. CP—cultural plastic. F1–F5—PHA-films. *—The values for the variant after
stenting, significantly different from the variant before stenting (p < 0.05).

As a criterion for comparison of the surface reliefs of PHA-nanofilms the parameter Rq,
root-mean-square roughness, characterizing the height of relief, as one of the important topographical
parameters, was used. Rq is programming cell behavior, such as the activity of proliferation,
differentiation processes and mode of cellular locomotion [31,32].

In this regard, we analyzed how Rq affects the quantity of elongated MPhs (MC2). Before stenting
number of MPhs with mesenchymal locomotion onto the low reliefs was higher, than on higher reliefs
(Figure 8), but this dependence has non-linear nature.
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Figure 8. The dependence of the number of elongated MPhs (MC2) on the value of Rq, before (Before)
and after (After) stenting. CP—cultural plastic. *—significant difference from the value for the first
point, Rqmin = 993 nm, option before stenting, (p < 0,05). ˆ—significant difference from the value for
the first point, Rqmin = 993 nm, option after stenting, (p < 0.05).

After stenting the ratio of the numbers of rounded and elongated forms, MC1/MC2, of MPhs
significantly changed on all PHA-films (not as in the control). Thus, the “biological activity” of surface
relief also depends on the initial functional state of the cells. After stenting, the quantitative ratios
between different CD -phenotypes in the population of isolated MNs changed, which in culture in vitro
led to changes in the ratios between different MPh -phenotypes. After stenting, a completely different
dependence was formed between the value of Rq and number of elongated MPh (Figure 8): We noticed,
that the abundance of elongated MPhs was higher on high reliefs, than on low reliefs. Also, before
stenting, the high relief decreased the activity of the mesenchymal type of MPh locomotion, and after
stenting, the high relief, on the contrary, increased the activity of the mesenchymal type of locomotion.

A subpopulation of MPhs MC2 implementing the mesenchymal type of cell locomotion, was
characterized by morphological heterogeneity, as it was described above. We have identified three
morphotypes, in accordance which their elongation factor: Filiform cells (MC2I), spindle-shaped cells
(MC2II) and rod-shaped cells (MC2III) (Figure 3). It should also be noted that the magnitude of the
elongation factor also determined the degree of “elongation” of the nucleus along the long axis of the
cell. (Figure 3f).

Cell elongation is accompanied by cytoskeleton rearrangements, tension forces in the cytoskeleton
system determine deformations (flattening and stretching in length) of the nucleus during the
process of cell elongation [33]. It is known that deformations of the cell nucleus induce epigenome
rearrangements through the system of mechanochemical signaling. This fact suggests that the identified
cell morphotypes, differing by the elongation factor, are different epigenomic variants of mobile MPhs.
In addition, the “lower side” of the nucleus repeats the profile of the substrates nanoreliefs, on
which the cell “lies” [34,35]. Therefore, these morphological deformations of the nucleus can also
trigger epigenomic rearrangements in it. The combination of these two types of nuclear deformation,
flattening—stretching in length, and copying of nanoscale elements of surface relief, can determine the
variability of epigenomic MPh variants on different PHA films.

The subpopulation of MPhs, realizing amoeboid-like locomotion, MC1, was represented by 2 cell
morphotypes: Rounded mononucleated, MC1II, and rounded multinucleated, MC1I, cells. The ratio
MC1I/MC1II varied significantly on different samples, both before and after stenting.

Big multinucleated MPhs MC1I are the result of a fusion of several mononucleated cells. The fusion
process is a cellular MPh-reaction, which is triggered, in particular, as a result of interaction with
surfaces with a large radius of curvature.An example is multinucleated osteoclasts, MPhs of bone
tissue, which “work” with this type of surfaces [36,37].Cultural plastic is characterized by a large
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radius of surface curvature, and high cell fusion activity could be expected here.However, in some
variants (film 1, before and after stenting; film 5 after stenting), the number of MC1I was the same,
as in cultural plastic. An increase in the height of the relief was accompanied by a decreasing in a
number of MC1I (Figure 9). For the option “after stenting”, the diminishing of MC1I on high reliefs
was much greater, than for the option “before stenting” (Figure 9).

Figure 9. The dependence of the number of multinucleated MPhs (MC1I) on the value of Rq before
(Before) and after (After) stenting. CP—cultural plastic. *—significant difference from the value for the
first point, Rqmin = 993 nm, option before stenting, (p < 0.05).ˆ—significant difference from the value
for the first point, Rqmin = 993 nm, option after stenting, (p < 0.05).

The formation of multinucleated MPhs is the adaptation, aimed at developing the degradation
of materials with a large radius of surface curvature [38]. The number of multinucleated MPhs on
bionanofilms can be considered as a criterion of materials’ biodegradation activity.We discovered
that high-relief substrates are more resistant to biodegradation: The activity of fusion and formation
of multinucleated MPhs on such substrates were low, especially for the “after stenting” option.
These results demonstrate, that the PHA-biodegradation depends on its surface topography, and on
cells functional status.PHAs films 3 and 4 were the most stable: After the stenting, the number of
multinucleated MPhs on these samples was the lowest.

In vitro the ratio between the rounded and elongated MPhs can be used for estimation of the
M1/M2 polarization processes: Rounded MPhs referred to as M1-phenotype (pro-inflammatory MPhs)
and elongated MPhs as M2-phenotype (anti-inflammatory MPhs, involved in repair processes) [39,40].
Therefore, the revealed variability in the numbers of these morphological classes on different films can
be associated with the influence of surface reliefs on the dynamics of polarization processes.

Along with the morphological parameters, the direction of MPh polarization processes was
evaluated by the activity of production of marker cytokines. Increased production of IL-6 is considered
as evidence of M1-polarization of MPhs. In the culture of MPhs, obtained after stenting, on all films
and in cultural plastic, the activity of IL-6 production increased significantly, compared to the same
experimental options before stenting. So, the activity of M1-MPh polarization on the same surface
relief in vitro depends on the initial functional state of the cell population, the ratio of various CD
-phenotypes. After stenting on sample 5, the production of IL-6 was the lowest (Figure 6a). The activity
of IL-6 production did not correlate obviously with the absolute number of rounded MPhs, which
are commonly referred to as M1-MPhs. (It should be noted, that in our experiments the inductors of
M1-polarization were not used, and the identified effects are determined only by the surface relief).
The morphological criterion of the M1-polarization is not universal, even for cell lines of MPhs on
culture plastic. It is obvious that MN-MPhs, isolated from the blood of patients with AS, on complex
surface reliefs realized diverse cellular reactions.
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The levels of production of IL-6 was highest in samples 2 and 4, but we did not found
correlations with the nano-profiles or molecular weight of samples, so we may assume, that presence
of 3HB-monomers in large amount in the polymer may provoke a inflammative formation phenotype
of MPhs in AS in vitro.

As for the PHA of different compositions in the investigation, the biological value of materials
from this chemical group in their natural origin, good technical properties, high biocompatibility and
full biodegradability, and however, there are contradictorily communications, reports on the influence
of some monomers on the biocompatibility of products from these materials. In our investigation, we
took the presence of manifested atherosclerosis as a factor, significant for the formation of reactive
changes in response to stimulation by different nano-profiles of the samples, and the obtained data,
scatter of their values do not allow us to draw unambiguous conclusions about the role of any of the
monomers in this case, but we noted the presence of reliable features characteristic of each of the
monomers that form the PHA-molecule. It should be emphasized, that the heterogeneity of reactions
to multi-component PHA samples is probably supposed an extension of studies with the special
attention to each of the monomers; however, the process of biosynthesis of PHA by Cupriaviduseu
throphus B10646 is fraught with certain technical limitations. The biosynthesis of multi-component
PHA is realized under limited cells nutrition with the addition of precursors compounds, which
are in use by PHA-synthase during the construction of intracellular PHA-macromolecules. Usually,
multi-component samples of PHA obtained with an excess of various types of precursors in the
culture medium at different periods of the synthesis process, in order to reveal the breadth of activity
of PHA-synthase as a non-specific polymerase, and enzyme activity is determined by analysis of
monomer composition of products. The analysis of the activity of nano-reliefs of all the monomers,
involved in the current study, in separate—is a task of the next level of complexity.

5. Conclusions

MN-MPhs are cells, who are, among others, interacting with the implanted material in the body,
and forms a local molecular microenvironment. This microenvironment determines the success of
implantation efforts: Either the proliferation and differentiation of cells are activated, and the structure
and functions of the tissue are restored, or a zone of local inflammation is formed, and degenerative
processes and fibrosis are continued. Through the formation of a certain micro-nanorelief on the surface
of the implant, one can modify the relationships of the MPhs with the implant, and “encode” their
behavior. The choice of MPhs is important in screening the biological activity of the surface topography
of potential implants. MPhs, obtained from transformed cell lines and MPhs of healthy donors are
convenient model systems, but their behavior on the same reliefs undoubtedly will differ significantly
from the behavior of MPhs that differentiate from blood MNs of patients with atherosclerosis. Therefore,
adequate screening of the “biological activity” of surface reliefs for coatings materials of vascular stents
for patients with atherosclerosis is possible only when using MN-MPhs, obtained from the blood of
such patients.

Developed system of estimation of functional activity of MN-MPh cells of AS-patients is valid
for the evaluation of the activity of nano-reliefs of biodegradable bionanomaterials towards cells,
mainly responsible for the faith of AS-plaque. The process of stenting obviously triggered cascades
of cell reactions, potentially causing the exacerbation of inflammation and re-stenosis. We showed
the possibility of adequate reproduction of the regulatory influence of surface topography of implant
on the dynamics of local MN-MPh differentiation processes in M1/M2 phenotypes, and activity of
pro-inflammatory or regenerative events in vitro against the background of atherosclerosis. As a
criterion of the formation of M1 or M2 phenotypes in the culture of MN-MPhs we used the activity
of the production with cells IL-6 and IL-10, as confirmed in much research, CD antigenic spectrum
of cells, and cell morphology, what is not so distinct. We got massive of data by five compounds
of naturally-produced PHAs, as a perspective material for the development of implants and their
coatings for AS-patients, but it is still prematurely to draw definitive conclusions about the most
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suitable compositions of them. As a more valuable observation, we indicate reliable alterations of the
levels of measured cytokines and specific morphological transformations of cells on PHA-substrates
with different surface topography. In addition, this model system can be useful for assessing the
biodegradation activity of materials in vitro: The cell fusion activity and formation of multinucleated
MPhs significantly varied, depending on the features of the surface topography.
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